Emerging governance concepts and the
needs for a system-based approach
James Airton, United Utilities

United Utilities

MORE THAN JUST WATER
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Traditional approach
to investment in catchments
WINEP
Agree water quality needs
with Environment Agency
delivered through permits

Hard engineers solutions
High confidence in delivery

Delivery

Design

Construction to meet
regulatory delivery dates

Develop solutions to meet
permits

Leads Too

Asset focused investment
Narrow focus of delivery
Few multiple benefits

Optimisation
Develop solutions and
drive efficiency

Limited natural capital
improvements

Price Review
Submit proposed spend
and delivery plans to
OFWAT
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Ø To consider what is best for the environment and communities, integrating risks and driving
multiple natural capital benefits that deliver improvements to:
§ Water quality
§ Flooding
§ Future development and population growth
§ Resilience
§ Socio-economic impact

Why a systems thinking approach?

Ø To develop better ways of working through co-governance, collaboration and partnerships,
sharing investment and risk
Ø

To drive affordable solutions for water bill payers

Ø

To reduce uncertainties around catchment management

Ø

To promote natural capital and environmental stewardships
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Catchment
System
Operations

Our long-term ambition

Standardised green/blue infrastructure
Dynamic trend analysis
Circular economy
Integrated operations and long-term
planning
Market competition at catchment scale

Matured catchment operational capabilities and framework

Natural Capital financial models embedded

Schemes delivered in prioritised 13 catchments: NC ODI
PR24 based on natural capital
Expansion of innovative green technology
Trading in natural capital – creation of markets and investment planning
Natural capital baselining and asset risk register
PR19 planning
Flexible permitting
Strategic pilot projects
Identification and prioritisation of catchments
Development of breakthrough greener technology
Development of Integrated Catchment Strategy
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Regulatory and Strategic steer
Catchment system operation
in a market concept
Catchment markets

Funds
SUPPLY
Service Providers
Landowners
NGOs
Construction partners
Others

Facilitation

Governance
Facilitation
Commissionin
g

Standardisation
Replicability
Scalability

Coordination
Negotiation

Planning

Cash flows

CATCHMENT SYSTEM OPERATOR

Benefit
Realisation
(monitoring, evaluation &
evidence)

Brokerage
Financial
mechanisms

Risk and
benefit
assessment

Evidence

Technical expertise

Investment
Financial return
Non-financial
return
(environmental/social)

Natural capital
investment portfolio
Buying and selling ecosystem services
Service delivery (capital, operational, admin)
Prioritised investment
Multiple, long-term benefits

Sustainable and
enhanced
environment

Increased
catchment and
asset resilience

Risk and
cost
reduction

Socioeconomic
benefits
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Environmenta
l benefits

Innovation

Scalability

DEMAND
Investors/Buyers
Blended finance:
Public/Private
Individuals/Communities
Corporate/Institutional
National/Local
Green finance

Evidence gathering and risk assessment

Eden catchment: applying a systems thinking approach
Innovation

Enhanced modelling:
Natural Capital
SAGIS
JFlow
Scenario PLANNING
Farmscoper

• Greener low tech P treatment
• Fibre optic sewer technology
• Natural capital pilot

Challenging status quo
• CBA and technical review of water
quality targets (reducing uncertainty)
• Flexible permitting approach
• New operating agreement

Multiple benefits
• Savings to UU customers: >£13m efficiencies
• Initial £300k investment leveraged £120k of match
funding through our partnership

Intensive monitoring
• Sampling (230 spot samples)
• Real-time monitoring
• BASELINING:
• Catchment characterisation
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• Prioritised interventions that deliver multiple benefits
to: water quality, land management and flooding
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaborative working

Prioritisation of needs
Co-development of vision
Co-delivery
Match funding
Community engagement
Catchment system operation proof of concept

Validation with stakeholders
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• Combining catchment interventions with assets at the
WwTW to deliver beyond UU’s fair share reduction of
phosphorus (10% extra)
• Natural capital benefits: £1.7m

Collaboration
+
Integrated approach
=
Sustainable outcomes

What have we achieved so
far?phosphorus
Additional

reduction beyond targets

Integrated catchment management
• Assessment of the catchment’s natural
capital value
• Engagement at catchment scale
• Decision making with multiple
stakeholders
• Development of a catchment market
concept
• Long-term vision of catchment system
operator

Value for customers
• Best service to customers
• At the lowest sustainable
cost (>£13m efficiencies)
• In a responsible manner
• Leveraged funding

Collaborative Working

Environmental improvements
• Achieve our regulatory objectives
• Working with farmers and stakeholders to improve
water quality beyond our assets
• Integrating additional natural capital benefits
• Working with regulator to review CBA and develop
flexible approaches to permitting
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Step 1 Steps – Making the Trade
Next
• Created a joint value chain between UU and Nestlé
•

Established joint drivers and what we would like to
achieve
Step 2
•

Developing a joint investment pot

•

Working with supply aggregators and advisors to raise awareness
of the potential to sell services

Step 3
•

•

Add other organisations to this value chain

•

Create additional value chains delivering broader natural

Developing the mechanics of the trades

capital
•

Aiming to develop a fully functioning catchment market
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Creating markets across the North West
Eden rural pilot

Wyre NFM pilot

Bolton urban pilot

IGNITION

Cheshire Catchment Pilot

Developing a catchment market in
a rural landscape by co-investing
at catchment scale to deliver
water quality and land
management benefits

Modelling NFM interventions for
multiple benefits and developing
a market to drive investment for
catchment and property
resilience

Identifying co-investment to
improve natural capital across an
urban catchment, including:
water quality, flooding and
development

Developing investment structures
to deliver a step change in the
development of green
infrastructure

Developing joined up operations
across multiple stakeholders,
sharing risk, investment and
delivery
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